
Are The Unholy Books Hijacking History?

Description

“Using their distorted books; the Khazarian Mafia contrived to cheat their way into American 
history just as the Hebrew clergy did the Egyptian history long before”

By Dr. Ashraf Ezzat (VT-Egypt)

If fame and recognition are what you’re after, then the first thing you should do is spend a lot of time in
the company of someone who is already famous and widely recognized. That would at least keep you
near the spotlights for a while. You should also consider investing a lot of time in learning new skills
that might one day get you there.

But if you haven’t got what it takes to make you one day enjoy bathing in the spotlights on your own,
then this is when you should consider cheating your way to fame and recognition.

What if I told you that you could actually cheat your way to fame and power and get away with it? As a
matter of fact, if you know the name of the game and play your cards right, you’ll have no trouble
deceiving a lot of people.

And if the Jewish and the Mormon scribes fooled everybody and got away with it, I see no reason why
you can’t follow suit. But keep in mind that the name of the game for the Jews and the Mormons was
‘Egypt’

A few centuries before Christ, Judaism was not the universal religion we know it today. The spread of
Judaism and the wide dissemination of the Israelite stories had actually been the result of a grand-
scale deception.

Egypt knew no Pharaohs nor Israelites new cover art-6Image not found or type unknown

The ancient Yemenite tribe of Israelites

In the beginning, it was not even referred to as Judaism; it was just one of ancient Arabia’s cults. Also,
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the Israelites were one of the ancient Arabian tribes (mostly slaves) located in Northern Yemen.

Never did any Israelite set foot in ancient Palestine or Egypt. (Forget all the – concocted- Biblical
stories you were fed/told happened in Palestine and Egypt)

Arabia had been a strategic land in the ancient world; for the ancient caravan, trade had cut across its
western coast.

Endless trains of camels carried spices, frankincense, Myrrh, Gum, Ivory, and textile from Yemen in
the south to Palmyra, Petra, and Egypt in the North. The valuable goods arrived in Yemen all the way
from India and East Africa. After reaching Egypt some of the goods continued to be shipped to Greece.

Both the Silk Road and the Arabian Caravan route (spice route) were the main international highways
of the ancient world.

The lucrative caravan trade besides herding sheep and farming the fertile hills around the Ma’rib Dam
in North Yemen was crucial for the economy of Arabian tribes (Israelites included)

It is worth mentioning here that Judaism, as an Arabian tribal cult, was so local that the Israelite scribes
never imagined/aspired to spread it beyond their native tribal borders. The Israelites’ stories, especially
the story of Moses/Pharaoh, were just remote Arabian folktales; told by the tribe elders (with a tribal
mindset) to an Arabian tribal audience.

After the destruction of the Ma’rib Dam in Yemen, and the decline of the ancient Caravan trade things
started to change in ancient Arabia. The economic hardships compelled some of the Arabian tribes to
leave their native land. Meanwhile, the Jewish scribes, driven by Talmudic opportunism were eyeing a
new and more profitable Promised Land (keep this new Promised Land trick in mind, for the Jewish
Illuminati will try it once again many centuries later)

It was not before the 2nd century BC that the nomadic Arabs (including the Yemenite Jews) started
migrating to the eastern coast of the Mediterranean (Palestine and Syria). Leaving behind Northern
Yemen and Southern Arabia which had always been referred to as the Land of the Jews (Belad El-
Yehuda/Yehudites in Arabic) by Arabic historians (but since when history was written according to
Arabic historians. If western orientalists said Canaan was the land of the Jews, then Canaan it is)

Around 450 BC Herodotus, dubbed the father of history, visited Egypt and the Levant. The father of
history traveled across the whole of ancient Egyptian and Palestinian land.  According to his
documents Herodotus failed to neither hear of any Pharaohs in Egypt nor see Jews or their alleged
temple in Jerusalem, Palestine. (Stumbling upon a document by Herodotus that refers to Egyptian
rulers as Pharaohs will be just another case of Bible-geared translation)

The reason for the absence of Jews and Pharaohs in Herodotus’s documents is very simple; for all of
the Israelites, stories took place in ancient Arabia. The stories of Abraham, Joseph, and Moses, which
we were told happened in Egypt, had in fact taken place in Mizraim.

Mizraim is a small and obscure tribal village in the southwest of Arabia, aka Asir province. The so-
called Pharaoh/Faraon (Arabic title for tribal chieftain) ruled over this Mizraim.

Mizraim in Arabic/Hebrew (same language family) means a walled urbanized village amidst a desert
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landscape. But that is not what the printed and online Encyclopedias will tell you (some sites will
reservedly get as close as to suggest “fortress” as a second definition).
No matter how hard you google the word, your search will always yield this fake definition; Mizraim is
the Hebrew word for Egypt (That should tell you who owns the web). More elaboration will even inform
you with more fake information, e.g., Mizraim is the son of Ham.  Then it won’t take long before you will
find yourself all engrossed and brainwashed with Hebrew nonsense based upon their fictional table of
nations. My advice for you; is don’t fall for this Zionist-controlled crap/propaganda.

“And there passed by Midianites, merchantmen; and they drew and lifted up Joseph out of the pit, and
sold Joseph to the Ishmaelites for twenty shekels of silver. And they brought Joseph into Mizraim”
Genesis 37-28

?? ???????????? ????????? ?????????? ????????, ????????????? ?????????? ???-?????? ???-
???????, ????????????? ???-?????? ?????????????????, ???????????? ??????; ???????????
???-??????, ???????????”

The Septuagint Fraud: Hijacking Egypt and Palestine

Map of ancient Caravan Road Notice Mizraim town at Northern Yemen.

Image not found or type unknown

Map of ancient Caravan Road. Notice Mizraim town at Northern Yemen.
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In the second century BC, the Hebrew Bible was translated into Greek at the legendary library of
Alexandria. Seventy Jewish scribes, hence the designation Septuagint Bible, were assigned this taskby
the Ptolemies (Greek monarchy in Egypt) who cunningly replaced this obscure Mizraim and itsFaraon
with mighty Egypt and its king.

The Greek forged version, with this malicious distortion of ancient history, has been the source for all
translations of the Bible worldwide ever since.

According to the fraud embedded in the holy Septuagint, The Israelite Exodus had been relocated from
Mizraim to Egypt, and the Promised Land from North Yemen to Palestine. (The original Promised Land
was actually nothing more than a small piece of land allocated as pasture for herding sheep. Certainly,
the Jewish state of Israel occupying the land of Palestine and harboring one of the world’s biggest
nuclear arsenals is a far cry from the Israelites’ tribal concept of Promised Land)

Egypt at the time was one of the ancient world superpowers. Due to its unique culture and civilization,
the land of the Nile Valley has always been mysterious and captivating even during antiquity.

Many are the stories that happened in the ancient Near East. They were average short-lived tales told
about average people and places, but a story that happened in ancient Egypt was a captivating tale
tantamount to a memorable Epic story. This is how the Israelite tales had transformed from humble
and dreary tales to fascinating and epic stories (Road to fame and power started in Egypt)

If Judaism continued as it had been, before the translation of its stories to Greek, a tribal cult of one of
ancient Arabia’s tribes it would have never transformed into the universal religion it is today. Judaism
would have simply remained a local cult that might not have even survived beyond antiquity.

Two crucial factors had remarkably contributed to the wide and far dissemination of the Israelite’s
stories; the translation to Greek (the mother tongue of western languages and literature) and
fraudulently sticking Egypt (the wonderland of the ancient world) as the theatre where the stories of the
Israelite Patriarchs took place.

Hadn’t it been for the forged Greek Bible (Septuagint) the Israelite book of tales wouldn’t have had
access to the western mind and soul? In other words, all those ingenious paintings, sculptures,
musical, literary, and architectural works celebrating the Israelite Patriarchs (Yemenite tribesmen) and
their stories would not have been created in the first place.

Most people (mainly westerners) don’t realize the fact that the hallowed halo surrounding the Israelite
tribesmen and the majestic milieu of their stories is simply due to the creative touch of western
geniuses, e.g., Michelangelo, Rubens, Donatello, Handel and Rembrandt.

The Israelites’ stories on their own, amidst its tribal hollow milieu, are hardly interesting or relevant to
any audience except maybe the Bedouins from Yemen and ancient Arabia  (unless of course you had
a tendency for tribal violence and genocide)

But little did Rembrandt or Michelangelo know when they created their Biblical masterpieces that
Judaism/Talmud (Just like Islam) strictly prohibited sculpture and painting of human faces and bodies. 
it’s hilarious how those gigantic European artists were deceived into believing the Israelite stories were
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at the root of western spirituality and identity (that shows how Art had been subservient to European
medieval politics dominated mainly by the church)

The second factor that helped propagate the Israelite’s stories is Egypt. Ancient Egypt was and still is a
best-seller location when it comes to telling stories. It is one thing to tell a story of some tribesmen that
happened in the arid desert but it’s a totally different thing if the same story took place in Egypt
(Hollywood filmmakers know this fact damn well)
Egypt, Mysterious and culturally rich with enigmatic colossal monuments was bound, if the Israelite
stories were linked to its land, to take Judaism and Jews to a new level.

After Egypt had been fraudulently dragged into the Hebrew Bible, Judaism ceased being a tribal cult
and emerged as the new world religion (not to mention the whole of Palestine as the new Promised
Land)

The value of Egypt in the Septuagint fraud has been kept as a Jewish hidden legacy throughout the
following centuries. In the 19th century when the United States of America was emerging as the new
world superpower, it was time for yet another Jewish (Khazarian Mafia) fraud to control this new world.

The Mormon Deception: Hijacking America

As expected the Khazarian Mafia thought of cheating their way into American history as the Hebrew
Illuminati did the Egyptian centuries earlier. Only the new Jewish fraud in America needed another kind
of translation. This time around, the translation would be from undeciphered Hieroglyphs to English.

In the year 1830 AD, an American by the name of Joseph Smith (Khazarian Mafia collaborator or 
maladaptive daydreamer) published his “holy” book which he called The Book of Mormon. This divine
book, as he claimed, was the result of a translation that Smith did of old glyphs carved into golden
tablets (apparently reminiscent of Moses’) which dated back to the 4th Century BC.

The translation that brought the Egyptian glyphs (notice how the Egyptian connection is preserved) to
full meaning hadn’t have been possible if it wasn’t for the help of an angel knowledgeable in ancient
Egyptian language.  This was the beginning of a new Jewish cult (with the same Arabian culture of
polygamy) by the name of Mormonism (a slight variation on the same old Israelite theme of chosen
people/promised land)

Among the concocted stories in Joseph’s book is an account of events that took place between 600
BC and 400 BC (as he claims), when two groups of Jews, one from Jerusalem and another from
Babylon, migrated to the New World, which is known today as North America.

The story of Mormon goes that the Babylonian group eventually disappeared or became extinct, while
the Israelite group survived and multiplied until their descendants became what is known today as the
“Red Indians”!

The book also labeled the territory of what is today the United States with some Biblical names,
including “the Land of New Zion” (not far-fetched from the US being currently the Land owned by new
Zionism)
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Above left is the remaining part of the original Egyptian papyrus misinterpreted by Smith Below is the stylistic depiction of mummification of the dead by Anubis (God of Cemetery) 

Image not found or type unknown

Above left is the remaining part of the original Egyptian papyrus misinterpreted by Smith. Below is the
stylistic depiction of the mummification of the dead by Anubis (God of the Cemetery)

And the story doesn’t end here. In 1842, Smith came out to the public with a second book, no stranger
than the first, which he called The Book of Abraham. Joseph claimed, again, that he had found
papyrus scrolls containing ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs (Egyptian connection once again) locked up
inside the coffins of mummies that were on display in Kirtland, Ohio. (Tampering with Egyptian history
is an old Jewish tradition it seems)

Once again the fluent Hieroglyph- an angel came to Smith’s rescue. Among the papyrus drawings was
an illustration that Smith claimed showed Abraham himself lying on a sacrificial altar, in the presence of
the king, and about to be sacrificed to the gods of ancient Egypt!

The fact is that no one could even argue with Joseph Smith concerning these outrageous allegations
because, back then, there were very few people in the world who could decipher Egyptian Hieroglyphs.

Afterward, it was believed that the original papyrus scrolls were lost in the famous Chicago fire of 1871,
leaving only the Book of Abraham and the Book of Mormon as the sole testaments to Smith’s claims.
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But then came the year 1966, which brought two big and rather unpleasant surprises to the new
church.

The first was the discovery of a bundle of ancient Egyptian papyrus scrolls stashed deep inside the
vaults of the New York Metropolitan Museum of Art, among which were the very same scrolls
containing the illustrations that Smith had copied into his second book. The second surprise was that
by that time, huge advancements had been made in the science of archeology and ancient languages,
which made it possible to translate Egyptian hieroglyphic writings with unprecedented accuracy.

As was expected, no sooner than the original scrolls were discovered, Egyptologists began to pour
over them, in an attempt to translate their contents. And it was then that they immediately discovered
the deceptions and the forgeries committed by Joseph Smith over a century earlier, for the scrolls only
depicted the rituals of burying the dead in ancient Egypt.

The so-called Book of Abraham turned out to be nothing but a collection of falsehoods written by
Smith’s own hands and claimed they happened in ancient Egypt (like the earlier Septuagint fraud)

But why Egypt in particular that the Mormons and the Jews have chosen as their Pandora’s box? All
the evil and unbelievable things came from ancient Egypt. The enslavement, tyranny, and bondage in
the jews’ stories and the savage sacrifice of Abraham for the Egyptian idols in the Mormon Book
(though neither human sacrifice nor slavery was common practice in ancient Egypt)

Well, just as the US is the superpower of the Modern World, Egypt was for the ancient world (Jews
have always been smart at exploiting/manipulating those in power)
One more thing, Alexandria (the Egyptian cosmopolitan city, the New York of the ancient world) around
the time of writing down/concocting the Septuagint Bible, harbored the ancient world knowledge and
wisdom in its legendary Library (keep in mind that New York was the hot-bed of Joseph Smith’s
deception)

The Jewish scribes knew damn well that their tribal and violent Dogma couldn’t have advanced had the
ancient wisdom and knowledge kept on evolving and freeing the human mind and soul. (Talmudic
teachings strongly oppose modernity and freethought)

That’s why ancient Egypt had to be morally ruined and its Library to go down in flames. And in that
sense, they will keep on sucking the blood out of the US until their Zionist agenda is fully achieved or
the US is no more superpower.

What was the hidden agenda here? Who benefited from both the Septuagint Bible fraud and the
Mormon’s books forgery?

I think you’ve already figured it out. The ultimate purpose of this historical falsehood is that the Zionists
have the right to claim America as their own by virtue of the Mormon’s story just like the Hebrew clergy,
by virtue of the Septuagint deception, had the right to claim Palestine as their Promised Land.

Judging from the status quo I believe this wicked plan is almost implemented; the Jewish state of Israel
is unjustly established over Palestine land, and US is practically owned and run by Zionism. But is it
too late for the truth that has been obstructed for hundreds of years to reemerge and prevail? I believe
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not.
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